What customers are saying

“"We saved at least $1 Million by leveraging our existing scanning hardware and the capture software environment.”"  
**Minnesota Department of Revenue**

“"ROI in under three years with immediate cost savings of $500,000 a year for HR and Finance due to OpenText Intelligent Capture.”"  
**City University Hong Kong**

“"We increased the number of new account openings by 24% with OpenText Intelligent Capture.”"  
**Eaton Vance**

“"With OpenText Intelligent Capture, we are able to quote new business within a matter of minutes as opposed to days.”"  
**Grange Mutual Casualty Company**

“"With OpenText Intelligent Capture, we experienced both significant cost reductions and more business opportunity.”"  
**CitiGroup**

“"Before CERMS and OpenText solutions, it took us 9–14 days to image and process documents. We’ve reduced the time to two days. That’s a huge improvement.”"  
**County of San Diego Health and Human Services Agency**

“"Document classification automation has increased by 55%, resulting in the closure of one of three scanning centers and absorbed the remaining work without expanding staff.”"  
**Ameritas**

“"We have dramatically sped up the insurance application process from one week to two days for a policy to be generated.”"  
**Generali Hellas**

---

**Increase ROI**  
Reduce manual handling costs and drive ROI by automating capture

**Simplify processes**  
Streamline document capture within business processes

**Capture anything, anywhere**  
Interact with customers anytime, anywhere with distributed and mobile capture

For more information, go to opentext.com